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 DICTIONARIES
 
general purposes the most useful, of the one-\oluim
dictionanes A specul fixture introduced m the 1909
ed and continued in the 2d ed (1934) is the
drvided page, containing in the upper part the mam
words of the language and in the lower part (now much
reduced), in firer print various minor words, eg , dif-
ferent kinds 01 cross references, reformed spellings, such
Biolical proper names as are enteied only to show
pronunciation, a few rare obsolete words and a few ex-
tremely rare \\ords, ind foreign language quotations
proverbs and longer phrases Other special points to
remember m u&mg the work are definitions given in
historical sequence, pronunciation indicated by \\ebster
phonetic alphabet (not by the International phonetic),
hyphemzation indicated by single hyphen, divi&ion of
syllables by either accent or centered period, vocabu-
laij claimed is "600,000 vocabulary entries "
Webster, Noah Webster's collegiate
dictionary 4th ed of the Mernam series
The largest abridgment of Webster's
new international dictionary 1700 il
Springfield, Mass, Mernam, 1934 1222
(le, 1228) p il 22cm Buckr , $5 423
A still smaller Webster dictionary is Webster's secon-
dary-school dictionary (c!913-32 846p $2 20) For a
description of this and of even smaller Webfater abridg-
ments see Subscription Books Bulletin, Oct 1934
English
Murray, Sir James Augustus Henry New
English dictionary on historical prin-
ciples; founded mainly on materials col-
lected by the Philological society Ox ,
Clarendon pr, 1888-1933 lOv and suppl
vol 33cm. £80	423
vl-10,A-Z, Supplementary volume   Historical intro-
duction, p \u-x\\i, Supplement A-K, 542p , L-2, 32op
List of spurious words, p 327-30, Bibliography, i e , list
of books most commonly quoted in the Dictionary, 91p
Known variously as Murray's dictionary, the New
English dictionary, and the Oxford dictionary Often
cited as NED, or OBD For history of the \vork
see Suppl vol p vu-xxvi
The great dictionary of the language, compiled on
a different plan from any of the other standard Eng-
lish dictionaries and seiving a different purpose It is
based upon the application of the historical method to
the life and use of words and its purpose is to show
the history of every word included from the date of
its introduction into the language, showing differences
m meaning, spelling, pronunciation, usage, etc, at
different periods of the last 800 years, and supporting
such information by numerous quotations from the
works of more than 5,000 authors of all periods, in-
cluding all writers whatever before the 16th century
and as many as possible of the important writers since
then The vocabulary is very full, and is intended to
include all words now in use or known to have been
in use since 1150, excluding only words which had
 become obsolete by 1150 Wit Inn these chronological
limits, aims to include (1) all common words of
speech ind liin itiiu, mil ill \\<>i<Nlliil ippmuli uk t>
in thai ictei, the lumtb being extended fiuthei into
science and philosophy than into slung and cant,
 (2)	in scientific and  technical  tcimmologY,  all  words
English  in  foirn  except  those  of   which  an  explana-
tion would be intelligible only to a fapecrilist, and such
words not English in form  as are in  general  u&e  01
belong   to   the   moie   familiar   language   of   science,
 (3)	dialectal words before 1500, omitting dialectal words
after that date except when they continue the lustoiy
of a word once in gencial use, dlufatiate the hibtoiy of
a literaly word or have a hteiaiy cuiiuuy    Woids in-
cluded aic classified as (1) rnam words, (2) subordinate
woids,   (3)   combinations,    rnfoimition   for   all   mam
•words is  entered   under  its  cuncnt  modem   or most
U6ual spelling, or if obsolete unclei  most typical later
spelling,  with  cross reteiences  from   all  other   forms
Information given about each main woid is veiy full
and includes (1) Identification, including (a)  usual or
typical   spelling,   (b)   pionunciition   indicated   by   re-
.spelling m an amplified alphabet or m catsO of obso-
lete woids by maiking of stress only, (c) grammatical
designation, (d) fapecifications, c a , musical teim, etc ,

 (e)	status,  if   peculiar,   eg,   obsolete,   archaic,   etc,
 (f)	earlier  spelling,   (g)   inflexions,   (2)   Morphology,
including   derivation,   subsequent    foun-lustory,   etc ,

 (3)	Signification, ananged  in groups  and hibtorrcally,
with rnaikmg of obsolete senses, erroneous uses, etc ,
 (4)	Quotations,  arranged   chronologically  to  illustrate
each sense of a word,  about one quotation for each
century,   given   with   exact   releionce     The   complete
woik has a total vocabulaiy of 414,825 woids and in-
cludes  1,827,306  quotations
The most important use of this dictionary is for
historical information about a word but it has many
other secondary uses, e g , while not intentionally
encyclopedic it has a good dial of encyclopedic in-
formation including some not given in other diction-
aries, and while not specializing m falang it docs include
many colloquial and slang words, Ameiicarusrns, etc ,
and where such woids are included the information is
often better than m the special slang dictionaries
The supplementary volume is a partial, not a com-
plete, supplement, m that it docs not comprise all
supplementary material collected since the publication
of the fust parts of the original woik but is limited
m the mam to new words and senses of the past 50
years with inclusion also of (1) other items of modern
origin and curiency omitted in the main work, (2)
earlier evidence of Arnencan uses, (3) some correction
or amplification of previous definitions to bung the
woik into line with lecent research Becent words
added include especially scientific and technical terms,
colloquialisms and slang, American, British and colonial,
and a larger proportion of proper names than in the
original work
For "corrected reissue" of the New English diction-
ary see Oxford English dictionary, below
The New English dictionary, laige and comprehen-
sive though it is, is necessarily selective, and could
not include all words for the whole period covered,
or even all material that was collected during the

